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I n September, the Socialist Interna- cratic Party into asocial democratic party. and nev.· Labor, and others, v.•ho argue that 
tional held its 20th Congress in New But, now the tables are starting to turn. there is no alternative to nw-liberalism 
York at the United Nattons. Nearly At least in Europe, the still socialist except ~neo-liberalism with a human 

1000 delegates and observers attended left is beginning to face the same face( They state: the t"Conomic adjust
from over 150 democratic socialist, social- problems that we have been grapp I ing ments to the global marketpbce will be 
democratic and labor parties. with for many years. painful for the majority of working 

In the post-Communist era, the Social- The reason for this turn is quite people; it is the job of government to 
1st International is fast becoming a veri- easy to explain. Social democratic poli- soften the blows as much as possible with
table world parliament of the left. It's not cies, which played a major role in produc- out interfering with the marketplace in 
just that former Communist parties, like ingpost-war, growth economies with mass any major way; after this difficult tran
in Hungary, Poland and Italy, are mem- prosperity and advanced welfare states, sition, there will be a nev.· mass pros
bers. It's also that parties of the left, from have run their course. ln a word, capital- perity. No wonder that the new Demo
moderate to radical, want to participate ism has entered a new period, character- crats are a model. This is Clinton's pro
in an international forum that fosters de- ized by globalization and dominated by gram pure and simple. 
bate and promotes cooperation, wherever the transnational corporations, which has 
possible, around the most important po- made these social democratic policies in- '"T1his changes the relation of the U.S. 
litical issues of the day. Indeed the focus creasing difficult co maintain, let alone .l left to our socialist allies in Europe 
of this 20th Congress was on globalization, and elsewhere. We are no longer the ex-
human rights, and peace and security, and ception that proves tht' rule. We are fast 
led to the adoption of a major document becoming the rule. We have the most ex-
in each area. We in the U.S. perience dealing with "democratic" neo-

For DSA, the Congress was an oppor- have the most liberalism. We are most familiar with the 
nmity to widen ourimemational contacts, reality of "class struggle" with in the 
and to educate other socialists about the experience Democratic Party, a reality that the demo-

special way the democratic left functions dealing with cratic left inside major European parties 
in the U.S .. particularly in relation to the is facing more and more. Yes, class 

"democratic" Democratic Party. It was most surprising struggle- it's the most apt term 1 can find. 
to learn that there are major changes go- neo-liberalism. For, whether it was N AFT A or health 
ing on in some key European parties that care reform or wdfare, the core constitu-
greatly rest>mble those changes taking encies of the Democratic party opposed 
place in the Democratic Party. The Brit- Clinton and the new Democrats. On 
ish Labor Party reprt'sents perhaps the N AFT A, a majority of Congressional 
most blatant case, in which Tony Blair, expand. A "nee-liberal" global marketplace Democrats voted against NAFTA; 50% 
the new party leader, has deliberately presidesoveracompetitivefrenzythatgener- voted against the welfare bill. 
sought to mimic the Clinton - nt'w Demo- atesdownwardpressureson wages,livingstan- And, what are the lessons that 
cratic - strategy and program. From the dards and working conditions, and makes we are coming to learn? First, tht're is the 
name - new Labor- to his moderate pro- public expenditureS into a liability for coipcr need for an articulate alternative to neo
gram geared to the electoral center, to a rate-led, economic growth, and not an asset as liberalism - a vision of a democratic 
heavy emphasis on a presidential. media- it V>'aS in the period of "welfare" capitalism. economy-to shape our strategic and pro
driven leadership style, Blair has begun a The result is structural adjustment- a partial grammatic dirt'ction. Second, our core 
transformation of tht' Labor Party that is dismantlingof thewelfarestate-whetherman- progressive constituencies and organiza
effectively pushing its union and left con- dated by the IMF for the less developed na- tions have to organize themselves as an 
stituency base to the margins. tions or required by the EEC through the independent political force around an 

It used to be that the Democratic Party Maastricht Treaty. immediate program of ecoaomic justice 
was the exception that proved the rule; that both speaks to the needs of working 
that is, the only party of working people . unfortunately, European socialists pt>ople and is linked to this alternativt'. 
in the advanced capitalist world that have been \'ery slow to respond with Third, as an independent political force, 
wasn't an explicitly socialist or labor an alternative to neo-liberalism. The old we need to oppose the right-wing Repub
party. So, Michael Harrington had ar- social democratic model is truly in crisis, licans, but also contest the new Democrats 
gued that tht' most cogent strategy for the but nothing has been formulated to take in Congress, in the Administration, in the 
democratic left was to turn the Deme>- its place. So, the stage is set for Tony Blair Democratic Party, and at the state levels. 
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Conservative 
Chutzpah, Radical 
Democratic Hopes 
BY HARVEY J. KAYE 

What chutzpah! After two decades of New 
Right ascendance, conservatives have 
put the question "Is American Democ

racy Dying?" at the top of their political agenda. 
Posed most recently on the cover of National Re
view, it has been asked repeatedly in conservative 
publications this past year. However exasperating 
it is, those of us committed to redeeming America's 
democratic impulse should attend carefully to this 
new conservative discourse. Ironically enough, the 
right's newly-pronounced anxiety about the nation's 
democratic prospects may actually be-for reasons 
other than we might at first think-cause for hope. 

The question of democracy's health is hardly 
original. Noting, among other things, the high cost of 
campaigns, the power of corporate contributions, the 
manipulation of the media, the superficiality of public 
debate, and the apathy of voters, liberal and progres· 
sive writers for some time now have bten addressing 
the sorry state of American politics and civil society. 
In addition to Robert D. Putnam's celebrated article, 
"Bowling Alone," describing the disappearance of the 
associational and civic-minded citizenry celebrated in 
Alexis de Tocqueville's Democracy in America, works 
on the subject abound, for example, E .J. Dionne's W1Jy 
Americans Hate Politic~; William Greider's Who Will 
Tell the People?; Lewis Lapham 's The Wzsh For Kmgs; 
and Jean Bethke Elshtain's Democracy On Trial-not 
to mention the many contributions to journals like 
The A merzcan Prospect, Dissent, and Tikkun. 

The question has become all the more urgent 
in the face of nasty rightwmg talk-radio shows, armed 
militia groups, the Oklahoma City bombing and the 
torching of African-American churches. One feels 
compelled to restate Franklin Roosevelt's warning that 

"If American democracy ceases to move forward as a liv· 
ing force .. .fascism will grow in the land." 

Whatever the results of November's elt'ctions, 
the 1996 races have done little to assuage such conct'rns. 
Referring to the defeat of campaign-finance reforms, the 
cover of the summer issue of Dollars and Sense sadly, but 
rightly, announced "Democracy For Sale." Also trt'ating 
the money issue, but at street level, a New York Times 
front-page story reported how campaign volunteers have 
given way to "hired hands" motivated 
not by ideology but, rather, by "a 
weekly paycht'ck whose size turns on 
the number of signatures they collect." 
And, of course, the August party con· 
ventions provided still further evi· 
dence of America's apparent political 
enervation. As a New Republic cover 
sarcastically proclaimed: "The One 

The conservatives' 
renewed concern about 
democracy should not be 
mistaken for a change of 
heart. 

Thing America's Rich and Poor Share: An Indiffer
ence to Politics." 

That conservatives have post'd the question of 
democracy's mortality, as well, hardly seems remarkable. 
However, to fully appreciate its significance we need to 
start by recognizing that the question is being asked uni
versally on the right, by traditional, neo-, and palt'cxon· 
servatives alike. 

I n October 1995 the formerly liberal, but now const'r· 
vattve, social science magazme, Society, arranged a sym·• 

posmm on "The Future of Liberal Democracy." Then, 
m November 1995, Commentary, the st:mdard-bearer of 
nt'oconservatism, celebrated its fiftieth annivt'rsary by 
asking 72 of its fellow travellt'rs to respond to the state
ment: ~In the eyes of many obst'rvers, the United States, 
which in 1945 entered upon the postwar t'ra confident in 
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its democratic purposes and serene in the possession 
of a common culture, is now, fifty years later, moving 
toward balkanization or even breakdown." Soon af
ter, in January 1996, the handsomely-endowed Heri
tage Foundation added "The journal of American Citi
zenship" to the title of its own popular magazine, Policy 
Review, in order, the editors stated, to better commu
nicate their new m1ss1on: "to restore the tradition of 
American citizenship by repairing the institutions of 
civil society and returning to the core political prin
ciples of our Founding Fathers." Next, Chronicles, the 
magazine of the paleo-conservative Rockford Institute, 
organized its July issue around the anxious theme, 
"Virtual Democracy." And, again, the September 
16th cover of National Review, the foremost maga-

·zine of political conservatism, asked "Is Amt'ncan 
Democracy Dying?" 

Morl'over, as anxious as the "diverse" factions 
of the New Right have always been-about the crisis of 
education, thr future of the literary canon, political 
correctness, multiculturalism, welfare mothers-it has 
been quite a while since they have all concerned them
selves with questions "democratic." Yet, before we too 

eagerly as
sume that 
conserva
tives have re
a li zed the 
need to de
fend and en
h a n c e 

American democratic life, we should not forget that the New Right itself 
originally took shape in hostile reaction to the "democratic surge" of the 
long 1960s and rose to power financially empowered by elements of cor
porate capital intent upon repellingsoc1al- and radical-democratic advances. 

After so many left defeats and retreats-from the ERA to Clinton's 
signing of the so-called Welfare Reform Bill-and conservative efforts to 
rewrite the history of the times, it may be difficult to recall how the 
struggles and the achievements of the sixties for racial and gender equal
ity, public acaon to combat poverty and hunger, ending the war in South
east Asia, environmental protection, and workplace reforms, were, in their 
respective ways, movements to extend and deepen American democratic 
life and practices. However, the powers that be well understood it and, 
arguably more so than we did ourselves, they foresaw that if the several 
movements came together in solidarity, even greater democratic changes 
would be forthcoming. 

Echoing the fears of the corporate and political elites who sponsored it 
and the neoconservative intellectuals who authored it, the 1975 Tri

lateral Commission Report, 111e Crisis of Democracy, nervously declared 
that America was suffering from "an excess of democracy" due to the 
heightt'ned political consciousness and activism of~public-interest groups, 
minorities, students, women, white-<:ollar unions [and] value-oriented uni
versity and media intellectuals." Democracy had to be subdued and, for-
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tunately for the corporate class, mobilizing even fur
ther to the right were the Reagan Republicans. The 
rest is history-or, as the conservatives would like all 
of us to concede, "the end of history." 

A generation later, the conservatives' renewed 
concern about democracy should not be mistaken for 
a change of heart. Not only do their writings evidence 
no sense of either responsibility or regret for what has 
transpired since, but the culprits in the tales they tell 
remain liberals and leftists-as Robert Bork's new book, 
Slouching Towards Gomorrah: Modern Liberalism and 
American Decline, testifies. 

Neglecting entirely the tyranny of growing 
corporate power and a liberated and expansive market 
economy, conservatives continue to attack "big gov
ernment" and the likes of schoolteachers and their 
unions. Refusing to acknowledge the contradictions 
between market values and family values, they persist 
in warning about "radical egalitarianism." And, ignor
ing or abusing the memory of the struggles from be
low to enlarge both the "we" in "We, the people" and 
the process by which we, the, people can govern, they 
continue to insist that the answer to the nation's divi
sions and ills is renewed "civic virtue" and "religious 
fervor." Conservative ambitions remain that of 
limiting and constraining democratic aspirations 
and agencies. 

At the same time, I think there is more to the 
new conservative discourse about democracy than 
merely the calculated and cynical manipulation of 
American history and values. Twenty years ago con
servatives appreciated the democratic promise of the 
struggles of the day even more than we did ourselves. 

And in doing so they successfully mobilized against them. Given the 
record, we should allow that, between us, the conservatives have been the 
more politically perceptive; and experience should tell us to take their 
anxieties and pronouncements seriously. 

Though I very much doubt that conservatives fear the immi
nent demise of American democracy, 1 do wonder if their recent words 
shouldn't be read as a sign that they have started to sense a more familiar 
"danger." Maybe the right and its corporate backers do have good reason 
once again to be worried. Perhaps-in developments like the popular re
vulsion against the "Gingrich Revolution" and the revitalization of the 
labor movement, revealed especially in its new leadership and the Union 
Summer initiatives, plus a host of other stirrings on the left, including the 
New Party, the Labor Party, the Campaign for America's Future, the 
October "National Teach-In with the Labor Movement," and Tikkun 
magazine's spring Summit on Ethics and Meaning-conservatives 
have begun to perceive the resurgence of America's historic demo
cratic impulse. 

lt doesn't radically change thlllgs if they do, for, whatever is 
happening, our task of cultivating liberty, equality and democratic com
munity remains a.s demanding as ever. Yet, just maybe, we have even 
more reason to be hopeful that, in solidarity, liberals, progressives and 
democratic socialists can engage that impulse and make it, once again, an 
imperative. 

A member of DSA and the Center for Democratic Values coordinating com
mittee, Harvey]. Kaye is Professor of Social Change and Df'IJelopment at the 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay and the author of"Why Do Ruling 
Classes Fear History?" and Other Questions (St Martin's, 1996). 

Mr. Langton Machoko from the Zimbabwe Labour 
Party is currently in New York City working with vari
ous progressive groups and churches to establish a 
Solidarity Committee to fight for democracy and 
human rights in his country. If you are interested in 
being part of this committee, please let us know by 
fax l212) 727-8616 or by callinq us at (212) 727-8610. 
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THE LEFT BOOKSHELF 

Ulifinished Business 
BY BILL DIXON 

The Penna11e11ce of the Political: A Democratic 
Critique of the Radical Impulse to Transcend 

Politics by Joseph M. Schwartz 
Princeton University Press, 1995 

336 pages 

F or the thirty or so people attending our 
meeting on student activism and the new 
labor movement, "socialism" was just too 

remote an idea to be particularly controversial. A 
friendly, open-minded group fresh from an inspir
ing tour of duty organizing with the AFL-CIO's 
Union Summer program, everyone was much too 
good-natured to argue about the harmless eccen
tricity of our calling ourselves socialists. No, the 
real controversy of that evening was about democ· 
racy-put bluntly, what good is it? For most of these 
people democratic rhetoric wasn't so much a bour
geois or white or male masquerade as a naive '60s 
style anachronism. One guy (off to law school this 
year, it turns out) wryly asked if by "democratic 
socialism" I meant that we could "just vote our way" 
out of capitalism. Someone else took issue with my 
off-handed expression of support for the Bill of 
Rights. And one woman patiently explained that 
wars and wars alone change history, and that ideas 
about justice and rights won't matter much come 
the great upheavals just ahead. 

Michad Harrington once wrote that truths 
about society can only be discovered by taking sides. 
Joseph Schwartz, as many readers of Democratic Left 
already know, has spent years grappling with some of 
the dustve facts about democratic politics from the 
difficult stance of an activist on the side of the socialist 
Left in the United States. Schwartz's leadership within 

DSA 1s one fruit of those labors; another is this book, a provocative and 
clear-headed contribution to the project of reth.inkmg democracy and so
cialism against a bleak era of public pessimism and capitalist consolidation. 

O ne of the dirty little paradoxes of modern politics is that democra
cies are only rarely well-regarded by the publics they create. Conser· 

vatives use this ms1ght to justify "traditions" and "ancient" privileges. Free
marketeers point to this problem in order to praise the paternalism of the 
invisible band, one usually attached to a strong arm kept ready by elite 
wealth and Big Busmess. Meanwhile, the Left has in recent years renewed 
the old question of how to engage actually existing democracies, with all 
of their flaws, instability, and hypocrisy, as a means to a very different 
kind of democracy for a very, very different kind of world. 

By way of contributing toward this ambitious end Schwartz 
undertakes to ask political philosophy a political question. Why do cer· 
tain political thinkers whose ideas have inspired historic movements for 
greater democracy actually express in their writings an ambivalence and 
sometimes even a hostility to democracy itself? Through close readings 
of Rousseau, Hegel, Marx, Lenin, and Hannah Arendt, Schwartz argues 
that these figures together compose a "radical tradition" which, among 
other things, characteristically seeks to theorize away the regular prac
tices of disagreement, compromise, and activism vital to any realistic and 
desirable way of life for citizens of a democracy. On Schwartz's read
ings che radicals end up exalting various notions about "true human in
terests," a move which promotes the ugly implication of leaving behind 
any democratic debate about what those interests might happen to en· 
tail. For Hegel, Lenin, and Arendt, political hopes often rest on the 
coming of some kind of elite-a rational bureaucracy, a vanguard party, 
the glonous public actions of great and virtuous men and women. For 
Rousseau and Marx, citizens become caught up in a sort of natural devel
opment of social necessity which overtakes the desirability of democratic 
conflict. The irony is that despite this tendency the radical tradition has 
spurred on some of the most important achievements of the past two 
centunes-soc1al democracy, feminism, and movements against colonial· 
ism and racism. The tragedy, of course, is that this anti-democratic im-
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pulse hasn't always stayed asleep, as authoritarian 
populism's affinity to Rousseau and Hegel shows just 
as clearly as the use by Stalin ism of Marx and Lenin. 

For Schwartz, however, the ambiguous legacy 
of the radical tradition goes far beyond the horrors of 
yesterday and reaches straight into the heart of con
temporary politics. Despite his overarching criticism 
Schwartz takes the radical tradition seriously as an 
important antidote to the failures of Lockean-style lib
eralism. Socialists have good reason to urge on the 
radical critique of liberalism's narrow, bias-ridden no
tions about selfhood and individualism, its vapid con
ceptions of community bred by an instrumentalist at
titude toward the state, its entrenched myopia about 
the social sources of actual inequality, as well as its 
curiously abstract formulations about rights. Yet 
Schwartz also wants to appropriate certain features of 
liberal politics in order to move the living legacy of 
the radical tradition into a more serious commitment 
to the "unfinished business" of democracy both in 
theory and in real-life activist practice. In this Schwartz 
joins the proponents of "radical democracy," a slogan 
that by some accounts offers a more compelling set of 
ambitions for the Next Left than is likely to be recov
ered from the wreckage of twentieth century social
ism. For his part Schwartz persuasively argues for the 
continuing relevance of socialist politics, and even 
places the anti-socialist rhetoric of certain writers 
squarely in line with the radical tradition's ambivalence 
toward civil rights and social justice. And in pursuing 
this argument Schwartz gives us a glimpse at a larger 
political vision, one which imagines the best hopes for 
freedom and justice in the real world to be waiting 
somewhere at the intersection of liberalism, radical 
democracy, and democratic socialism. Following up 
on that suspicion leads Schwartz to explore some pos
sible points of reconciliation between two otherwise 
rather distant camps within the radical legacy, 
communitarianism and post-modernism. 

Communitarians stress the "rootedness" of 
individuals in particular cultures, institutions, and 
groups. They point out how modern societies often 
end up shredding the intimate sense of membership 
crucial to political action. By affirming the legitimacy 
of relationships that happen somewhere between the 
family and the state, communitarians seek a populist 
route to ·coalition-building within and between reli
gious, ethnic, and racial groups as well as middle and 
lower classes. The challenge is to do this honestly and 
consistently without deferring to bigotry or yielding 
too much strategic advantage to the Right. And it's 
not a challenge that communitar;ans are always able 
to meet, particularly with regard to feminism and race. · 
The Clinton Administration's attempts to appropri-

grand examples of how this can succeed (the Family Medical Lea\e Act) 
as well as how it can backfire (the Crime Bill) or even succumb to corrup
tion (the Welfare Reform Act). Schwartz points out the dangers of con
triving any "universalism" that ignores the distinct needs leading to dif
ferent chums to justice advanced by different kinds of groups, a pluralist 
caveat crucial to feminism and the protection of minority interests. He 
also argues that many of the moral and tactical dilemmas faced by the 
communitarian Left could be largely avoided by confronting head-on the 
economic question, particularly the social provision of essential goods 
like health care and education. In order to make that kind of egalitarian
ism seem less like an outrageous scheme of bureaucratic manipulation 
and more like a credible demand for justice, Schwartz urges radicals to 
renew the work of redefining liberal notions about universal rights 
toward solidarity, and entitlement, and away from "privacy" and 
"individualism." 

~alking about how to talk about things brings up that other side of 
J. the radical legacy, post-modernism. The collaboration of "liberal" 

ideas about "the family," "private property," or the "workplace" with 
sexist or racist laws and institutions, for example, raises a lot of 1mportant 
questions that are difficult to even know how to ask, let alone answer. In 
drawing on work in philosophy and sociology many writers, particularly 
feminists, have made truly monumental progress in revising what counts 
as democracy, progress which of course has not been uncontroversial. 
Schwartz admirably avoids some of the worst hyperbole of these debates 
and goes on to suggest that partisans of the "politics of difference" explore 
a pluralist strategy for building a new kind of political majority. Schwanz 
offers some interesting ideas about what we might hope for from a "radi
cal pluralism," one organized in order to defend and foster differences of 
social identity instead of transcending them. And he makes tht' impor
tant point that only through some kind of shared sense of public citizen
ship (a.k.a. communitarian ism) can the recognition of difference actually 
achieve the extension of democracy. Of course, majoritarian strategies 
are often out of the question for "minority" movements which are fre
quently embattled m defense of their own essential political integrity if 
not their physical survival. However, established mass movements of 
women or ethnic or racial minorities in democratic societies are often 
able to gain and keep the power needed to make or break important coa
litions. For those circumstances Schwartz's speculations about radical 
pluralism have a special relevance that goes beyond piecemeal reformism 
or alliances of only temporary convenience. 

For Schwartz, the gulf between communitarian hype about uni
versalism and post-modernist hype about fragmentation reveals more than 
just the special talent academics from Socrates onward have always seemed 
to have for lousy political judgment. The two extremes also point to 
larger issues facing the future of democratic citizenship in the absence of 
alternatives to capitalism or conservatism. Schwartz's work poses some 
hard and telling quesuons to socialists as well their critics. Answering 
them would take us past some of the most important obsta es confront
ing any hope for a Next Left, a movement which would of necessity have 
to bring the world to look at democracy in a very different light. 

ate rhetoric about "family" and .. community" offer Sometimes DSA member Bill Dixon is a student at the University of Chicago. 
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Morning 
Afterthoughts: 
Myriad Musings on the 1996 Elections & Beyond 

I. Doggedness & Patience are Virtues ... 

BY JOSEPH SCHWARTZ 

The 1996 elections taught the limits of mean
spirited conservatism: the electorate will 
reign in the right's threat to universal so

cial programs such as Social Security and Medicare . 
This desire to moderate the Gingrich revolution 
manifested itself in support for a neo-liberal presi
dential-incumbent running at a time of peace and 
moderate economic growth. In a campaign defined 
by a Republocrat president who co-opted the mod
erate Republican agenda (balancing the budget, 
expanding prisons, and ending entitlement to 
federal means-tested programs), it is no surprise 
that the systemic causes of growing inequality 
were left undiscussed. And with corporate money 
fueling individual entrepreneurial electoral poli
tics (while labor was "only" outspent seven-to
one in its "independent" advertising campaign, 
corporate PACs gave more than ten times as 
much money as labor PACs to individual candi
dates), few candidates challenged corporate 
America's ideological use of globalization to jus
tify the brutal downsizing of the American la
bor force. A president who failed to use his bully
pulpit to challenge the status quo ended up with 
:1 pyrrhic victory that endorsed the center-right 
collusion. 

The AFL-CIO's early, independent ad campaign proved to 
Democratic candidates that defending Social Security, Medicare, a 
higher minimum wage, and federal funding of education and envi-

• ronmental protection could be a winning strategy. But neither the -
ads nor the candidates addressed how to achieve such goals in an age 
of declining wages, shifting of means-tested programs to the states, 
balancing-the-budget-fetishism, and bloated defense and prison bud
gets. Two of the three proposals about to come forth from the 
President's commission on federal entitlements promise to end So
cial Security as a defined-benefits, universal program. The corporate 
sector presently finances our political discourse; Wall Street now 
hopes to privatize our retirement system. 

The news from the 1996 election could have been 
worse. If the Republicans had garnered both the presidency and 

the Congress, the media would have touted the outcome as an en
dorsement of Gingrich. Instead, the pundits inform us that Ameri
can politics has shifted back to the center; the only problem being 
that any comparative analysis of the contemporary "center" of 
American politics would find it well to the right of the New Dt>al 
and Great Society. The past twenty-five yt>ars has witnessed a mas
sivt' shift to the right in American political culture - in part due to 
weak progrt>ssive social movt'ments and an unchallenged corporatt' 
ideological offensive. 

The absence of presidential leadership furtht'r accelerated this 
shift to the right. On welfare reform, the balanced budget, health 
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care, the list goes on, Bill Clinton, a talented public 
educator, abdicated this crucial leadership skill, opting 
for extreme electoral caution (except, somewhat, on 
affirmative action and earned income tax credits). Jn 
the spring of 1993, nervousness on the part of Wall 
Street led Clmton to abandon his efforts to teach the 
American public the difference between good (public 
investment) and bad deficits (uncontrolled health 
spending). Afraid to take on large private health insur
ers, he designed a "Rube Goldberg" system of private 
control of public health revenues, only to be blindsided 
by the corporate interests he tried to appease. 

Finally, in June of 1995 he embraced the conserva
tive touchstone of balancing the budget by the year 
2,002 - an arbitrary, conservative obsession which 
aims to gut the public sector. Take defense, payment 
on the debt, and Social Security off the table, then only 
massive cutS in discretionary spending (housing, trans
portation, infrastructure) and public health care can 
balance the budget. If the president had stuck to his 
original position that "welfare reform" would cost tax
payers' money (not save $55 billion over five years) 
and could not move forward absent universal health 
care, then he could have vetoed welfare reform a third 
time without any serious electoral consequences. 
Clinton should have poignantly illustrated (as the 
empathetic performer who feels our pain well can) the 
disastrous effects on children that gutting AFDC will 
have, rather than reinforcing the stereotypical reaction
ary view of undeserving welfare mothers (most of 
whom, in reality, work off the books to supplement 
their soon-to-be-slashed meager benefits). In this man
ner, Clinton would have been able to do the right 
thing without paying an electoral price. 

a ne should not underestimate the power of the 
ully pulpit - in the final ten days of the cam

paign, under pressure from the Congressional Black 
Caucus, California liberals, and Jesse] ackson, the presi
dent came out against Proposition 209. Ads showing 
the president and Colin Powell opposing the so-called 
"civil rights initiative" played a major role in the final 
week's cutting of the gap from two to one JO favor to 
its narrower 5+46 passage. The difference in CIJOton 
voters versus Perot and Dole voters on Prop. 209 illus
trates the fundamental difference between Democratic 
constituencies and other electoral blocs. While 34 per
cent of Clinton voters voted in favor of 209, 70 per
cent of Perot voters and 82 percent of Dole voters sup
ported it. (Among white Clinton voters the split was 
about 50-50 versus 80 percent plus in favor among all 
other white voters. It is worth noting that 25 percent 
of African-Americans voted for Prop. 209). Earlier, 
vigorous presidential effort might have defeated the 
measure. 

The absence of a presidential moral compass bas led 
many a progressive to engage in counterfactual musing: 
would a Democratic Congress under a Bush presidency 
have passed NAFTA or welfare reform? The AFL-CIO 
efforts succeeded JO shifting the campaign onto more pro
gressive terrain. But not even labor's efforts could force 
the major parties to address the unspoken consensus bar
riers to progressive reform - the absence of progressive 
taxation, defense cuts, and democratic international trade, 
investment, and human rights policies. 

First, whatever happened to the peace dividend? No 
mainstream politician discusses drfense cuts, although 

few can explain why we need a defense budget ten times 
that of Russia and greater than the next ten military pow
ers combmed. Second, in regards to another "untouch
able" twenty-five percent of the federal budget, the presi
dent failed to offer a progressive response to fears that 
Social Security will go bust- not now, but in 2035. Thus, 
Wall Strert's schemes for Social Security privatization in
creasingly "crowd out" discussion of the modest reforms 
needed to maintain Social Security as socialized insurance. 

The Social Secunty trust could be balanced for sev
enty-five years or more-instead of the projected forty
if we simply lifted the $60,000 ceil ing on income subject 
to Social Security taxes. Investing some of the trust fund 
surplus in broad stock indexes -or more productively in 
housJOg and rail transport- might mcrease the return on 
investment. Such tinkering may be necessary to maintain 
the trust fund's solvency through the baby boom 
generation's retirement, but no changes nerd alter Social 
Security as a social insurance program which guarantees 
every mdividual a semi-drcent retirrment regardless of 
their class background. Transforming Social Security into 
a private, individually-invested, defined contribution 
rather than a defined-benefits pension scheme, whose 
retirement benefits would solely depend on one's in
come stream and speculative luck, would violate the 
very nature of social insurance (in which rich and poor 
share the risk of old age through pooling resources for 
retirement benefits). 

Third, except for right-wing, xenophobic populists 
Perot and Buchanan, no mainstream politician dis
cussed how to respond to the "casualization" of Ameri
can labor that corporate America has justified as ne
cessitated by globalization. Vice-President Gore's in
troduction of President Clinton at the Little Rock vic
tory party celebrated "the great American jobs ma
chine." But the overwhelming majority of those "ten 
million jobs" are low-wage, temporary, and devoid of 
pension and health benefits. 

Are there any silver lmings to be found in the 1996 
election resul~?Not only did labor weigh in with a 

$35 million dollar mdependent ad campaign which shaped 
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the campaign agenda (and engendrred a massive response 
of $200 million dollars in independent business advertis
ing), but the AFL sent ne:i.rly 200 political organizers into 
the field, mobilizing the membership in some locales for 
the first time in decades. Union-member turnout rose 
from 19 percent of the 1992 electorate to 24 percent, vot
ing 63-35 for Democratic Congressional candidates ver
sus 45-53 for the rest of the electorate. (This eighteen point 
"labor gap" was up from 12 percent in the '94 Congres
sional elrctions.) An electorate comprised of 30 percent 
union members (everything else held constant) would have 
elected strong Democratic majorities in both houses. Ever 
since the late 1980s, women have voted ten percent more 
than men for Democratic Congressional candidates. The 
greater inclination of women to support social programs 
provides a foundation upon which to construct a progres
sive majority. But absent the left addressing white work
ing and middle class male ambivalence towards progres· 
s1ve taxauon and an activist state, such a majority is un· 
likely to take hold. 

The Democrats defeated 18 Republican incumbents 
(including 15 of the 71 freshmen and five of the seven 
most highly targeted by the AFL). And another 25 Re
publican incumbents (versu~ only nine Democratic) won 
with margins of less than rwo percent, making them vul
nerable next time around. While Democrats only lost three 
incumbent seats, the loss of eight open seats in the South 
points towards a future Congressional electoral map where 
the South, in addiuon to the lowrr Plains, Southwest and 
Mountain States are overwhelmingly Republican. The 
"natural" Democratic majority of 40-60 seats in the Housr 
has passed with the transformation of the solid South from 
Democrat to Republican. This is the first time in 70 years 
that the Rrpublicans re-elected majorities in both houses 
of the Congress. 

O n the other hand, heavily-targeted left Democrats 
and the lone socialist independent were almost uni

versal! y re-elected by wide margins, including Senator Paul 
Wellstone (D-MN), Bernie Sanders 0-VT), and Congres
sional Black Caucus members Mel Watt (D-NC) and 
Cynthia McKinney (D-GA). (McKinney, despite being re
districted into a majority white district, assembled a pro
gressive multiracial coalition which won handily). Rep
resentative Neil Abercrombie (D-HI), a strongly pro-la
bor, left Democrat, more narrowly beat out (53-47) a 
heavily-financed Republican challenger whose anack ads 
termed Abercrombie "a hippie leftist." 

DSA sent six staff members into the field for the final 
weeks of the campaign. These staff and DSA volunteers 
contributed to the re-election of Senator Paul Wellstone, 
Congressperson Maurice Hinchey (D-upstate NY) and 
aided in the narrow victory of pro-labor John Tierney 
(D-MA) over ~moderate" Republican Pete Torkildsen m 
Massachusetts. DSA also contributed to the near-upset 
victories of first-time Democratic challengers Joe Hoeffel 

in suburban Philadelphia and Clem Balanoff on the 
Chicago South Side and southwestern suburbs. In ad
dition, DSAers worked within progressive coalitions 
in Sacramento, the Los Angeles area, Orange County, 
the Bay Area, and San Diego opposing Prop. 209 and 
in support of a successful referendum to raise the Cali
fornia minimum wage. 

T n response to Proposition 187 and other threats to 
lJegaiimmigrants' social benefits, Latino tum-out was 
up by more than twenty percent nationally over the 
last election, with massive increases offifty percent m 
California and sixty percent in Texas. The maniacal 
reactionary Robert Dornan lost his Congressional seat 
to Latina Loretta Sanchez in Orange County, Califor
nia, largely due to a doubling of the Latino vote to 
twenty-five percent of district turnout. 

Campaign financing initiatives passed in six states, 
including a measu re in Maine in favor of partial public 
financing of camprugns and reduced-rate air time in 
return for individual contributions limits of $50 from 
m-state residents. Campaign financing could be a ma· 
jor anti-corporate issue (democracy as one person, one 
voice, not one dollar, one vote). The danger, however, 
1s that labor PACs will be banned, but the power of 
wealthy corporate executives, combined with the ex
pensr ofadvertising time, will still leave us with bought, 
rather than free, speech. Any desirable campaign re
forms must include public financing; sevrre limits, if 
not abolition, on PACs and soft-money contribuuons 
to parties; and candidate access to reduced-rate or free 
air time. Such a reform agenda will have to be com
bined with a public campaign to reverse the 1976 
Buckley-Vallejo Supreme Court ruling that, in the 
name of free speech, renders unconstitutional any leg
islated limits on aggregate campaign expenditures (as 
well as candidates' personal expenditures). A major 
assault must be mounted on the anti-democratic con
stitutional doctrine that corporations are persons and 
that money is an extension of the person. The most 
dangerous - and likely Republican - reforms would 
be those that would eliminate union political contri
butions but allow unlimited contributions by wealthy 
mdividuals. 

Some take solace from the Nader campaign's per· 
formance of .6 percent nat1onaUy. Appearing on the 
ballot in 21 states representing sixty percent of the 
population and spending only $5,000 (and speaking 
mostly on college campust's), Nader received 1.7 per
cent of the vote in New York and over three percent 
in California. Some contend that if Nader had been on 
ballot in all fifty states and run a well-financed cam
paign he might have received over five percent. Such a 
vote total, however, would have been dependent on 
Clinton remaining a shoo-m. At a time of greatrr left 
strength in 1948, Henry Wallace only received 2.5 per-
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cent; Barry Commoner received only .6 percent when 
the short-lived Citizens Party spent over $1 million in 
1980, at a time when Jimmy Carter had disillusioned 
the labor movement and left even more than Clinton 
has done. 

Tn a provocative article in the November 18, 1996 
..Lvation, New Party chair Joel Rogers and Milwau
kee AFL-CfO Central Labor Council president (and 
DSA member) Bruce Colburn astutely argue that the 
left's capacity for independent political action must be 
built from the grassroots up. Their stress on indepen
dent left electoral activity at the local level - whether 
inside, outside, or fused with the Democratic Party -
evidences the realism of the New Party's approach to 
building a third electoral force. But the article's asser
tion that a there-but-for-the-making-majority exists for 
a program of high-wage industrial, trade, and labor
market policy; campaign finance reform; and expan
sion of public goods (health care and child care) radi
cally underestimates the hostility to taxation and ex
pansion of public provision on the part of many of 
those needed to build a majoritarian left. Nor do they 
deal with how the manipulative racial politics of the 
right has convinced many white middle and working 
class voters that public provision - whether universal 
or means-tested - provides shabby goods and creates 
citizen dependence on a paternalistic state. 

'""rhus, any project for reconstituting a majoritarian 
1 left will not only have to "add up" the existing 

left, but also organize new constituencies around a 
compelling vision of a democratic state and civil soci
ety promoting social justice through global solidanty. 
Organizing existing progressives - labor, feminist, 
African-American, Latino, gay and lesbian, etc. - be
hind an independent political agenda is an important 
project, one in which DSA and the New Party can 
and should cooperate. But it is far from a majoritarian 
project, at this moment. Only through grassroots or
ganizing and ideological work can the left combat 
a dominant paradigm which teaches that private 
provision is superior to public goods and that taxes 
should be cut (certainly not raised, even in a pro
gressive direction). 

The "divided government" resulting from the 1996 
election is a manifestation of the stalemated 
interregnum of American and global democratic poli
tics. The social democratic project of Keynesianism
in-one nation bas run its course; so has the false boom 

of the "supply side" 1980s (in reality, a military Keyensian, 
indebted boomlet). Neither welfare state liberalism nor 
"supply side" conservativism is perceived to be a viable 
"governing model." (Hence the flop of Dole's "15 per
cent" program.) 

To paraphrase Grarnsci (the most quoted, but least 
read radical theorist), the old is dying, but the new has yet 
to be born. In such periods, the moral burden of the left is 
to defend past gains, while groping for new strategies, 
modes of organizing, and agents of change. Thus, the pri
mary left virtue, for some time to come, is likely to be 
doggedness and patience. We are in for a long "war of 
position" over the very nature of equality and democracy. 
And we are starting from a position of relative weakness. 

'""roday there exists no left constituency which in its 
1 particular grievance speaks to the aspirations of a 

democratic majority. In the 1930s the CIO occupied this 
position, in the 1960s, all too briefly, the civil rights coa
lition. Their Keynesian "governing models" of social jus
tice brought to fruition the New Deal and the Great Soci
ety. Will a new surrogate "universal class" develop out of 
an internationally-conscious labor movement speaking to 
the needs of women, new immigrants, and minorities in 
our rapid! y expanding service and low-wage industries? 
Or will popular belief in equal opportunity for children 
revitalize commitment to redistribution and quality pub
lic goods? And how do political movements which oper
ate predominantly on the terrain of the nation-state con
struct the international cooperation and multilateral in
stitutions necessary for a feasible, global Keynesian 
project? 

While we engage in the educational work necessitated 
by this global transformation, there are immediate politi
cal tasks which indirectly speak to this social restructur
ing. Conservative plans to privatize Social Security will 
force us to debate the role of social insurance in defending 
the mutual obligations of a democratic community. And 
campaign finance reform - an issue that incumbent 
Congresspersons are unlikely to address in any significant 
manner - enables the left to back reforms that would 
eliminate pnvate capital from public political deliberation. 
The results of the 1996 election did not advance the left's 
agenda; they still leave us with the daunting project of 
reconstituting a majoritarian left. 

Jo~ Scbwartz teaches political. theory at Temple University. 
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II. Reports of Labor's Demise Prove Premature 

BY SUZANNE CROWELL 

T he trnth is that without the union bosses, 
we'd be gaining at least 30 seats." 

o stated Newt Gingrich, one month before the 
election. Despite the fact that business outspent labor 
by 7 to l, labor's aggressive advertising campaign was 
alternately decried as a blatant attempt to steal the elec
tion or derided as ineffective overkill. In the end, how
ever, those pundits who compared what might have 
been with what actually happened recognized a sea 
change when they saw it. Quiet as it's kept, Demo
crats won the popular vote for Congress in 1996 by 50 
to 48 percent. 

According to Steve Rosenthal, AFL-CIO politi
cal director, labor's effort (called Labor 96) achieved 
three major objectives. First, it injected issues that 
matter into the congressional campaigns. ~we were 
tired of wedge issues, like Willie Horton and guns," 
said Rosenthal at a postelection briefing. "Medicare, 
pensions, health care and minimum wage-that's what 
candidates had to talk aboutn because of labor's efforts. 

Second, Labor 96 was meant to mobilize union 
members and energize them around labor's candidates 
and issues. In 1994, 40 percent of union households 
voted Republican, even though they disagreed with Re
publicans on minimum wage and OSHA, for example; 
this year, only 35 percent voted Republican, a switch 
of over one million voters. 

The third goal was to increase turnout. While 
overall turnout was down from 104 million in 1992 to 
94 million in 1996, the percentage of union households 
voting climbed from 14 to 23 percent-an increase of 
more than 50 percent. 

Labor's issue advertising was not the only com, 
ponent of its 1996 campaign. As part of its effort, 
135 grassroots coordinators were placed in 102 con
gressional districts, 14 Senate races, and two guber
natorial contests. On election day, over 1,000 work
ers from more than 30 international unions wor ked 
on getting out the vote under the direction of the 
AFL-CIO. 

The result was the defeat of 18 incumbent Re
publicans and the re-election of 17Democrats. Add
ing 12 open House seats, 8 Senate seats, and on governor's 

race gave workers 56 of the 102 targeted races. 
An unheralded development during the campaign was labor's con

tributton to the vaunted gender gap. By pushing an agenda attractive to 
women, labor advanced the cause of womrn's involvement in the elrc· 
tion generally. The voter mobilization pro1ecr mounted by the AFL
CIO Working Women's Department-"Working Women Vote '96"
reached millions of women around the country. Working wom en 
voted 56 to 35 percent for C linton and 58 to 40 percent for a Demo
cratic Congress. 

M ost telling, however, was the difference unionism makes to men. 
Men in union households voted 58 to 39 percent for Democrats 

for Congress; men in nonunion households voted 59 to 39 percent for 
Republicans. While some of the "union gap" is attributable to different 
income levels, the difference is too large to be explained away by demo
graphics. 

Rosenthal made several postelection observations. The fu ndraising 
scandal attached to the Democratic National Committee clearly hahed 
momentum toward the Democrats near the end of the campaign. T he 
last-ditch slogan of the congressional Repubhcans-"Don't give Clinton a 
blank check"-was effective. Coordinated campaigns of Democrats run
ning for various offices in the same locations were too often nonexistent. 

Perhaps most frustrating was poor candidate recruitment. Several 
winnable districts were not in play, simply bt"cause good candidates were 
not running. When decisions were made 18 months ago, many viable 
candidates were scared off by the President's unpopularity and gloomy 
predictions of more Democratic losses to come. Without a clear choice, 
salvaging victory is <1ll the more difficult. In New Hampshire, for example, 
Democrat Jeanne Shaheen won the governor's racr, while the House seat 
was lost by a weak candidate. 

But the most important question about Labor '96 has yet to be an
swered-whether it will be the foundation for an ongoing political mobi
lization of union households, or whether the momentum will be lost and 
energy dissipated between now and 1998, as has happened too often in 
the past. Labor activists at all levels, including DSA members, have im
portant work to do in keeping newly energizrd workers involved in poli
tics and in keeping those elected from forgetting how they got there. 

At the same time, the longer term question of labor 's role in the 
Democratic Party, such as it is, that has taken a back seat during the elec
tion season needs further debate and discussion. Watch this space. 

Suzanne Crowell is a DSA activist living in Washington, DC. 
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Ill. DSA Election Post-Mortem, Mostly Mortem 

BY JEFF GOLD 

I f I hadn't spent the 364 days prior to Novem
ber 5, 1996 building, baby step by baby step, 
the long-term infrastructure of DSA as a com

ponent of a potentially revitalized left and labor 
movement, my head would have exploded in the 
voting booth. The thrcadneedle choices funneled 
by our corporate-dominated electoral system into a 
Far Right Republican Congress, and a virtual Re
publican president-of a sort to make Nixon seem 
like a progressive innovator-plus an oddly unap
pealing "left" alternative in virtual candidate Ralph 
Nader ... well, what can I say. A previous week's 
museum visit to an exhibit on the life of 19th cen
tury protofeminist Victoria Claflin Woodhull, 
whose 1872 presidential campaign slogan was 
"Women's Rights, Workers' Rights, Negro Rights" 
made me want to write her in. 

DSAers, of course, can feel at lt'ast partially vin
dicated by our choict' of tht' Congrt'ssional Progres
sive Caucus as the object of our electoral work nation
wide. Almost every Ont' was re-elected. Senator Paul 
Wellstone's triumph was another bright spot. Over
aU, though, Senator Bob Kerrey's master plan for a 
Democratic Senate, and the Democratic Campaign 
Committee's strategy, to recruit rich guys who could 
self-finance campaigns, was a bust for us. The class 
bias of wealthy Democrats does not bode well for ini
tiatives for labor law reform, brakes on out-of-control 
financial speculation, or t'ven incrt'mental extension 
of health care to children . We have to rethink the 
numerical limits of the Progressive Caucus in the 
House, which I onct' calculated (from urban, liberal, 
college town, or "oddball" districts) to bt' a potential 
125, up from the 50 or so now in offict'. The U.S. 
Senate, with the electoral requiumt'nt of majoritarian, 
almost presidential-like thresholds for succt'ssful selec
tion, appears even further out of our rt'ach. 

With voting levels nationally at 1924 levels, we need 
to examine what Motor Voter has wrought. Statisti
cally, some commentators cited Motor Voter as a bad 
measure of voting participation this year bt'cause it mag
nifies the stay-at-home registered citiuns. Their mes
sage seemed to be "Neitht'r President Bubba nor Mean 
Bob Dole will do anything for me, so screw 'em!" The 

elderly excepted. They are now one of the few sociological subgroups to 
St'e, and act to retain, clear state benefits from our frayed, disappearing 
safety net. Which is to say that the right's actual raids on the Social Secu
rity Trust Fund, Medicaid, and projected hiddt'n attacks on Medicare
combinl'd with brilliant gt'nerational pitches, and structural support for 
401 (k)s, IRAs, and all sorts of private, anti-social insurance solutions, have 
worked wonders. And I haven't even mentioned the regressive nature of 
many aspects of the sacred mortgage tax dt'duction. 

Clinton, for his part, never had a soul. The four most reCt'nt biographit'S 
suggest that the same man who let the Tysons befoul the Arkansas river for 
years; made Robert Rubin, not Robert Reich, the soul of economic policy; 
and just appointed banker Erskine Bowles to be Prime Minister of the U.S., 
replacing conservative Leon Panetta; is not going to pleasantly surprise us in 
the second act. We should plan and act accordingly. 

The AFL-ClO's congressional advt'rtising/get-out-the-vote program 
seems to have succeeded in at least preventing more bleeding to the far 
Right. And even here we would have to measure the long term benefits 
of a Gephardt speakership. Charlie Rangel, Ron Dellums and Teddy 
Kennedy might be titular heads of committees 1f the Dems had won Con
gress. But since conservatives like Charlie Stenholm of Texas or Joe 
Lieberman of Connecticut would have held the functional balance of 
power anyway, maybe having Republicans to blame in midtt'rm 1998 
elections is not so bad. Small consolation. Maybe the AFL-CIO needed 
this election cycle just to re-learn the nuts and bolts of poliucs and turn
out. Union members compnsed 40 percent of Dt'mocratic voters, and 
turned out in 9 percent greater numbers this yt'ar than in 1992. Progress? 
Perhaps the federation has to find out why 40% of union members voted 
GOP for Congress; and do the kind of internal organizing in the next two 
years that we talk about in our own left organization. 

This is a very long-winded way of saying that the microscopic Ameri
can Left is still in no position to challenge dt'ctoral politics at any but the 
local level. Wt' have to do the sort of internal consolidation and mobiliza
tion of our own members-many of whom have been way too passive in 
their day-to-day organizing work-while we continue our relationship to 

a potentially revitalized AFL-CIO as an t'ngine of renewal. The conser
vative, union-busting 1920s did lead to the hard but ultimately fruitful 
1930s, and the suburban 1950s did presagt' the more fecund 1960s. We'll 
have to work twice as hard to make sure we all cross &ill-and-Newt's 
rickety private toll bridge to the 21st Century. And find a way to focus 
the more comfortable on those who slippt'd into the rivt'r below. 

Jeff Gold, a long·tzme activist, resides in New York City. 
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Alaska DSA 
Niilo K.oponen 
P.O. Box 70252 • 
Fairbanks, AK 99707 
fax: 907.479.9466 

Arkansas DSA 0.C. 
Jason Murphy 
2218 Scon 
Little Rock, AR 72206 
501.372.2152 

East BayDSA 
John Katz 
5669 Keith 
Oakland, CA 94609 
510. 653.4644 

Southern CA DSA 
Trn1 Parks 
P.O. Box 291864 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 
213.951.1960 

Marin Co. DSA 
Mark Winenberg 
47 N. Knoll Rd. #102 
Mill Valley, CA 94941 

Sacramento Valley DSA 
Duane Campbell 
P.O. Box 162394 
Sacramento, CA 95816 
916.361.9072 

San Diego DSA 
Virginia Frnnco 
5122 Gardena Avenue 
Snn Diego, CA 92 t 10 
619.276.6023 

San Fernando Valley DSA 
Donald Tollefson 
P.O. Box 17061 
Encino, CA 91416 

San Francisco DSA 
Tom Gallagher 
239 Mullen Avenue 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
415.826.1362 

Sonoma Co. DSA 
David Walls 
P.O. Box 111 
Sebastopol, CA 95473 
707.823.7403 

Colorado DSA 
William Mclver 
P.O. Box 748 
Boulder, CO 80306-0748 
303.666.5064 
fax: 303.666.1375 
DC/MD/NOVADSA 
Pleasant Mann 
P.O. Box 33345 
Washington, DC 20033 
202.483.3299 

N. Central FL DSA 
Charles Willen 
P.O. Box 140454 
Gainesville, FL 32614 

Iowa City DSA 
Jeff Cox 
112 South Dodge 
Iowa City, IA 52240 

Carbondale DSA OC 
E.G. Hughes 
P.O. Box 2201 
Carbondale, IL 67902 

ChkagoDSA 
Kun Anderson 
1608 N. Milwaukee #403 
Chicago, IL 60647-5456 
312.384.0327 

Central Indiana DSA 
Nancy Naan 
5613 E. Washmgton St. #12 
Indianapolis, IN 46219 

Boston DSA 
Gayle Neave 
11 Garden Street 
Cambridge, MA 02138 
617.354.5078 

Baltimore DSA 
Richard Bruning 
3704 Yolando Road 
Batlimore, MD 21218 
410.235.3504 

Detroit DSA 
Roger Robinson 
653 Pembenon 
Gross Pt. Park, MI 48230 

Ann Arbor DSA 
Eric Ebel 
P.O. Box 7211 
Ann Arbor, MI 48107 
313.677.8470 

Twin C it ies DSA 
DanFrankot 
695 Onawa Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 555107 
612.224.8262 

St. Louis DSA 
Steve Maas..~en 
5059 Rosa 
St. Louis, MO 63109 

New Hampshire D SA 
Christy Hammer 
27 Villager Road 
Che.ster, NH 03036 
603.887.8076 

Central NJ DSA 
Henrietta Backer 
P.O. Box 2029 
Princeton, NJ 08543 

Northern NJ DSA 
William Volome 
P.O. Box 32238 
Midtown Station 
Newark, NJ 07102 

Albuquerque DSA 
Gerry Bradley 
6008 Poaderosa NE 
Albuquerque,NM 87110 
505.881.4687 

AlbanyDSA 
Mark Schaeffer 
P.O. Box 128 
Albany,NY 12260 
518.463.5611 

Naussau Co. DSA 
Mark Finkel 
662 Howard Avenue 
West HempMead, NY 11552 
516.538.8246 

ItbacaDSA 
Sylvia Wahl 
1426 Handshaw Rd 
Ithaca, NY 14850 
607 .257 .2520 

New Yor k City DSA 
Miriam Bensman 
180 Varick St. Floor 12 
New York, NY 10014 
212 .727 .2207 

Mahoning Valley DSA 
Allan Curry 
117 Caroline Avenue 
Hubbard, OH 44425 
216.534.9327 

Central OH DSA 
George Boas 
824 Kerr Street 
Columbus, OH 43215 
614.297.0710 

Reading-Berks DSA 
Bob Millar 
19 Spring Lane 
Fleetwood, PA 19522 
610.944.0991 

Philadelphia DSA 
Kathy Quinn 
P.O. Box 58544 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 
215.785.2632 

Pittsburgh DSA 
Bill Wek5dman 
P.O. Box 5122 
Pittsburgh, PA 15206 

Austin DSA 
Dick Fralrn 
2409 W. 8th Street 
Austin, TX 78703 
512.320.0257 

Charlottesville DSA 
Claire Kaplan 
Route 1 Box 1250 
Troy, VA 22974 
804.295.8884 

Richmond DSA OC 
Irene Ries 
P.O. Box 5011 
Richmond, VA 23220 
804.355.6618 

Seattle DSA 
Craig Salins 
6221 Greenwood Ave Nonb 
Seattle, WA 98103 
206.784.9695 

Madison Area DSA 
George Robson 
127 Vila~ Hibbard Pkway 
Lodi, WI 53555 
608.592.5437 
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Election Dispatches From Around the Country 

BLUEBELL, PA The Philadelphia suburbs which 
comprise the thirteenth U.S. Congressional District 

are hardly hotbeds of socialist act1v1sm. Dole/ Kemp '96 
placards adorn the lush lawns of upscale housing develop
ments, right next to small signs warning passersby that 
the property is "protected by Vanguard Security Systems, 
Inc." Aside from a few isolated pockets, registered Re
publicans outnumber Democrats here by about three to 
one, and a meeting of the John Birch Society-would draw 
more warm bodies than would a meeting ofDSA. 

My reason for venturing to such hostile terrain 
was simple and unromantic: to help the Democrats oust 
U.S. Representative Jon Fox. Fox had portrayed himself 
as a moderate Republican when he campaigned success
fully against incumbent Marjorie Margolies Mezvinsky 
in 1994 (Mezvinsky was the first Democratic representa
tive elected from this district in over one hundred years). 
Once in Washington, he voted consistently with Newt 
Gingrich's agenda, aligning himself well to the right of 
the voters in his district, who tend to be fiscally conserva
tive yet liberal on social issues. 

This dissonance convinced local Democrats that 
Fox's seat was vulnerable. Fox was challenged by Joe 
Hoeffel, a Democratic Leadership Council-style Demo
crat who combined middle-of-the-road positions on wel
fare reform, educauon, and Medicare with strong support 
for abortion rights and environmental protections. An 
intelligent, earnest fellow and a fine grassroots campaigner, 
Hoeffel's energy never waned as he made countless ap
pearances at soccer matches, farmers' markets and com
munity forums, pressing the flesh and explaining why he 
should be elected to Congress. 

The campaign attracted strong support from 
women and the labor community. While AFL-CTO ad
vertisementS hammered away at Fox's voting record on 
issues such as Medicare, women, seniors, and union mem
bers (not to menuon some dedicated DSA<"rs) swelled the 
ranks of Hoeffel volunteers. They canvassed the district 
relentlessly, knocking on doors and persuading reluctant 

Republican neighbors to split tht'ir tickets and vote 
for Joe Hoeffel. 

As a DSA voluntet'r t'ntering the campaign 
at the lat<' stage, most of my efforts focused on GOTV 
work. I phone bankt'd until I grew hoarse. Because I 
am under fifty and possess a valid driver's license, the 
campaign decided I was ideal for making literature 
drops in hilly Democratic enclaves like Conshohocken. 
Then they sent me to Plymouth and Whitemarsh, 
where I canvassed ivy-covered manses I swear were at 
least one-quarter of a mile apart. I discovered that Do
berman pinschers are the guard dogs of choice on con
temporary estates, and the canines are about as open 
to Democratic appeals as their masters. Which is to 
say, not very. 

Election day found the Republicans up to 
their usual tricks. The campaign received numerous 
reports of election law violations: Republicans "assist
ing" voters who neither required nor desired assistance; 
Republicans giving false information to voters who 
wanted to split their tickets; Republicans ignoring laws 
against campaigning inside the polling place. One fel
low who had registered as a Democrat through the 
Department of Motor Vehicles under the "Motor 
Voter" law arrived at his polling place only to find that 
his name did not appear on the rolls. He claimed sev
eral other Motor Voter registrants shared this surprise; 
the OMV never forwarded their registrations to the 
Bureau of Elections. 

And the upshot of all this fervent activity? 
According to the most recent count, Fox won the elec
tion by ten votes, out of almost 225,000 cast. Hoeffel 
will not concede, and we're all waiting for the recount 
and subsequent court battle. A Democratic upset in 
this bastion of Republicanism would be another small 
bright spot in a dreary election. 

-Michele Rossi 
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CHICAGO, IL If you have ever entered Chicago 
via rhe Skyway, you have seen the eastern edge 

of the 11th Distnct: massive, empty suel mills and 
chemical plants line the lakefront, interspersed with 
ads beckoning \'1sitors to the riverboat casinos that sit 
idling just over the border in Indiana. If you enter 
Chicago via its cheaper sister interstate, 1-94, you are 
greeted by an even grander sight: a huge, green landfiU 
rising above the otherwise flat terrain. Altogether, the 
district spans a large area of Illinois that ranges from 
city to suburb to farmland. It was in that six percent 
that is Chicago-proper where I and a few other DSA 
volunteers concentrated our work to try to elect Clem 
Balanoff, a progressive Democrat, to Congress. 

As I joined the campaign in late October, 
Balanoff was down by about 20 pomts. The gap nar
rowed as the election approached. Despite being red
baited (partly because ofDSA 's involvement, but more 
viciously because Clem's uncle had run for alderman 
as a Communist back in the 40's), and hippie-baited 
(due to his spending time in Califorma m the 1980's, 
and registering with the Peace and Freedom Party 
there), Clem slowly began to gain ground, and was only 
eight points down three days before the election. How
ever, Balanoff was being outspent by two-to-one, so it 
was the volunteers who played the most crucial role 
in convincing voters in the district that the Republi
can, Jerry Weller, who had voted with Gingrich 
93% of the time, did not represent the best inter
ests of ordinary people. 

Indeed, the parking lots of the 11th District 
are where DSA made its presence known. Deftly avoid
ing Wal-Mart security trucks, Republican shoppers, and 
frozen windshield wipers, I and a myriad of campaign 
workers distributed flyers for a candidate that cared 
about issues affecting working people: Medicare, liv
ing-wage and anti-N AFTA proposals, and the envi
ronment. It is here, much more so than in the for
ests of Oregon, that environmental issues are work
ing class: hum.10 waste dumping by local hospitals, 
huge garbage incinerators and coke chimneys that 
tower over the small houses of Calmet city, and 
dumping by chemical factories, plague this part of 
Chicago. 

DSA CT/ON 

In such a race, union support is vital, and Clem 
received endorsements from every major labor organiza
tion in his district. Many of the volunteers 1 worked with 
were from unions such as the Teamsters fora Democratic 
Union or SElU. But it was not only organized labor who 
came out to help. Clem had grown up in the neighbor
hood whrre his campaign office was based, and many of 
the people r met were locals who knew Clem could be 
trusted on the issues most important to them. They in
cluded a Latino youth named Caesar and a couple of guys 
named Mike and Steve who worked out at Navy Pier af
ter they were l:ud off from the steel mills of their neigh
borhoods. It was these and other neighborhood people 
who spent their days walking the cold parking lots of 
Joliet, pounding in signs in Cal City, and blitzing door
to-door in Ottawa. 

Our campaigning continued right up until 7:00 
pm election night, when the polls closed and results be
gan to trickle in. What was looking like a shocking upset, 
with the first 50 percentof precincts reporting Clem ahead 
by I 0 points, slowly slipped away, with Weller 
catching up and finally surpassing Clem late into 
the night. Weller, given the run of his life, wonby 
only about 7,000 votes (52 percent to 48 percent). 

It was unfortunate that only a few of the multi
rudes ofDSAers in the Chicago area who were asked ac
rually contributed their time to helping Balanoff win 
(some, of course, were working furious! y on fellow DSAer 
Steve D; La Rosa's campaign across town). These DSAers 
were mostly from the University of Chicago, a youth sec
tion chapter whose members took time away from their 
studies around the mid-term crunch to stuff envelopes, 
distribute literature, and lend a hand wherever needed. 
Their help was greatly appreciated by myself and the 
Balanoff campaign. 

DSA 's presence in the campaign not only helped 
DSAers to learn more about electoral politics, but also to 
better sprrad DSA's message to those we worked with. 
DSA should enter into more electoral forays in the fu
ture, for n is through this kind of work that we will bet
ter activate our largely paper members and get our mes
sage out to a larger audience. 

-Mike Heffron 
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Election Dispatches, Continued 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN Like other DSA staff 
ers, I headed out on the campaign trail for the 

week or so before the election. ~y trip led me to Min
nesota to work for Paul Wellstone's Senate re-election 
bid. Wellstone was the only Senator up for re-election 
who voted againstthe 'welfare reform' that was passed 
by Congress and signed by the President in August. 
(fhe bill, which DSA worked to defeat, includes mea
sures that deny legal immigrants rights to many ben
efits and which will ultimately throw many more chil
dren and families in to poverty.) In response to this 
and other progressive positions Wellstone has taken, 
his opponent, Rudy Boschwitt, branded Wellstone 
"embarrassingly liberal." As the campaign intensified, 
Boschwitz became increasingly negative in his ads. In 
the last days before the election he claimed that 
Wellstone had burned the American flag in the '60s. 

Before I got to Minnesota the race was neck and 
neck, but in that last week before the election-coin
ciding with DSA's active involvement!-Wellstone 
pulled out to a strong lead, finally winning by nine 
percent. While I was there I worked with the 
campaign's superbly organized grassroots efforts. I 
concentrated on organizing DSA members and mem
bers of the gay and lesbian community to round up 
volunteers for Wellstone. Then I rolled up my sleeves 
for endless rounds of calls to W ellstone supporters to 
make sure that they got out to vote. 

While in Minnesota I had the fortune to meet with 
many members of Twin Cities DSA. The group is plan
ning to meet regularly to work on DSA's Action 
Agenda and to draw together Minnesota socialists. In 
my election work I ran across another DSA member, 
Michael Pay.mar, who was running for the Minnesota 
legislature. Along with Wellstone, he, too, won on 
Tuesday. He now joins the ranks ofDSAers and other 
progressives who are trying to change American poli
tics by serving in public office. 

-Chris Riddiough 

SACRAMENTO, CA After a bitter and divisive campaign, the 
right-wing won its electoral campaign to eliminate affirmative action 

in California. Proposition 209, the California Civil Rights initiative, passed 
by a 54 to 46 percent margin. Given that white voters make up 76 per
cent of the actual electorate (but only 56 percent of the population) achiev
ing a 46 percent No vote against CCRI was a significant accomplishment. 

DSA activists in California were deeply involved in the struggle 
to defeat Proposition 209. At our 1995 National Convention, we made 
opposition to CCRI a major focus for our Activist Agenda. Right-wing 
populist issues in California have a strong tendency to become national 
issues. For example, the passage of the anti-immigrant Prop. 187 in 1994 
led directly to this year's anti immigrant federal legislation and the anti 
immigrant portions of the welfare "reform" legislation. We argued that 
Prop. 209, like the earlier Prop. 187, manipulated racial wedge issues to 
mobilize the conservative vote and that it failed to address underlying 
issues of economic insecurity, such as low paying jobs, job flight, and 
inequitable educational opportunities. 

So, it was also imponant to bring issues of economic insecurity 
directly into the anti-CCRl campaign. That's why California activists 
decided to not only work against Prop. 209, but to also helped to qualify 
Prop. 210, the AFL-CIO sponsored Livable Wage Initiative for the ballot. 
Proposition 210 called for an increase in the minimum wage to $5.75 an 
hour - $.60 above the new federal minimum wage. Throughout the state 
DSAers worked diligently to bring the anti-209 and the pro-210 forces 
together in joint voter education and get-out-the vote operations. On 
November 5th, Proposition 210 won with over 60percent of the vote, 
proving that our pro-active economic justice issues resonate deeply among 
working people 

Although Proposition 209 passed 54percent to 46percent, it was 
defeated in the Bay Area and in the Los Angeles Basm. The statewide 
vote should come as no surprise considering that exit polls reponed 74per
cent of the voters were white, 7 percent African American, 10 percent 
Latino, and 5 percent Asian. Overall 61 percent of all men voted for Propo
sition 209 but only 48percent of women, pointing to a large gender gap. 
African Americans opposed the measure 26 percent yes to 7 4 percent no; 
Latinos opposed the measure 24 percent yes, 76 percent no, and Asians 
opposed the measure 39percent yes, 61 percent no. 

The basic message of the Republican campaign in fa
vor of Proposition 209 focused on "special preferences" and quotas, themes 
that had worked in earlier campaigns in North Carolina, Louisiana, Colo
rado and on radio talk shows for years. They manipulated an underlying 
resentment against perceived unfairness of affirmative action programs 
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by repeating an endless litany of Affirmative Action 
abuses. Indeed, Proposition 209 was a culmination of 
a two decade old campaign against Affirmative Ac
tion. The silence of many liberals for the last two 
decades, provided a fertile field for this wedge issue 
campaigning. 

In the final weeks, the Republican party 
poured $2.3 million into the campaign to pass 209, and 
Dole made it a center of his California effort. The 
Democratic Party, on the other hand, provide few or 
no resources for the 209 campaign. Only Democratic 
candidates in safe districts frequently mentioned the 
issue. The state AFL-CIO called for a No vote, and 
urged a No Vote in their literature, but focused their 
effort on the national strategy seeking to gain a Demo
cratic control of Congress. Significant union money 
and resources was not available. 

Indeed, the Civil Rights Community, the 
Women's movement and the Left had to build a cam
paign largely on their own. This was a predominantly 
grassroots effort, featuring extensive voter education 
among targeted consutuencies and precincts. Since 
there was virtually no tdevision, radio or direct mail 
opposing Proposition 209, this grassroots effort was 
the only "voter contact" giving our side of the story. 
In this context, the targeted outreach by progressive 
organizations and networks has to be judged a major 
success. A year ago, over 70 percent of all Califor
nians favored Proposition 209. By election day, this 
had been brought down to 54 percent, particularly by 
convincing white women to oppose 209 and holding 
the liberal base. (This wasn't the case with Proposi
tion 187, which won by 20 percent.) 

DSA mounted a major statewide effort to help 
defeat 209 in Sacramento, Los Angeles, and San Diego. 
The financial support from many California DSAers 
allowed us to hire staff to coordinate this effort. For 
example, m Los angeles, DSA played a major role in 
the Metropolitan Alliance, a broad multi-racial coali
tion of organizations. We coordinated the precinct 
based activ1t1es for the Alliance 'in the West LA, Santa 
Monica and Venice areas. 

DSA's campaign in California was 
coordinated by Duane Campbell of the Anti Racism 
Commission. In Los Angeles the key activists were 
staff person Tim Parks, along with Liz Ryder, also of 
the Anti Racism Commission In Sacramento the chair 

of the local Sacramento Civil Rights Network effort against 209 was 
Eric Vega of the Latino Commission. 

DSA produced bilingual literature tied the two campaigns to
gether asking for a vote against 209, and a vote for 210 the Livable Wage 
Initiative. In addition to our own work, DSA literature was distributed 
widely by UNITE and several African American organizations. 

Several prominent DSAers also contributed to the effort against 
209. DSA Honorary Chair Dolores Huerta was a tireless campaigner 
and fund raiser. Huerta, along with Jesse Jackson, Eleanor Smeal, Patricia 
l rel and and Elizabeth Toledo, participated in a Freedom Bus tour through
out California. Each of them spoke from their own views on the signifi
cance of this campaign in building a spirit of hope and of struggle. The 
tour, well covered in the media, clearly showed the need to work to
gether to build broad coalitions of labor, civil rights, and women's orga

nizations. 
Electoral work is usually conducted with an assumption of a 

two party competitive system. In this campaign there was not a two 
party system. There was one party for 209 and one party silent. The 
c1v1l rights communities, feminist community, student groups and left 
organizations had to build this campaign on their own. We lacked suffi
cient funds to compete effectively in the media. Under these circum
stances we performed reasonably well. 

The democratic left needs to create a more permanent structure 
for future campaigns. The current political parties (including the myriad 
of 3rd parties) do not defend civil rights nor economic justice of working 
people. The left needs both an electoral arm and a community organiz
ing and educating arm to build the necessary political organization. The 
dispersion of liberal forces in this election were obvious. There were two 
competing campaign finance reforms, and two competing health care re
form proposals on the ballot. Several "liberal" constituencies organized 
campaigns for their issues and left the civil rights and women's communi
ties to fight on by themselves. There was not a common program be
tween liberal groups, civil rights groups, feminists, and the democratic 
left. We have yet to develop the unity of purpose and the discipline 
necessary to build an electoral majority coalition. 

-Duane Campbell 
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Southern California DSA Weighs In ... 

L OS ANGELES, CA Southern California DSA 's 
1996 campaign placed a major emphasis on imple

menting the National Activist Agenda's clause regard
ing beating the back the reactionary assaults on the 
poor and people of color. As with Proposition 187, 
the immigrant-bashing initiative of 1994, we were con
fronted with a "wedge" vehicle, the misnamed Cali
fornia Civil Rights Initiative(CCRQ/Proposition 209, 
cynically designed to bolster the election prospects of 
Republican candidates and divert attention from the 
real reasons for the shrinking employment and educa
uonal opportunities facing Californians. Even though 
many worthwhile issues like increasing the minimum 
wage, campaign finance reform, and HMO reform 
were also going to be on the ballot, priority was given 
to defeating CCRI/Proposi cion 209 because thirty years 
of civil rights and women's rights achievements were 
at stake. To assist in the effort to defeat Prop 209, South
ern California DSA participated in anti-209 grassroots 
precinct coalitions and urged its members to partici
pate in anti-209 grassroots precinct activity. 

In Los Angeles, DSA worked with the Los 
Angeles Metropolitan Alliance. The Alliance's mis
sion is to create a permanent grassroots structure to 
blllld and exercise progressive power in the Greater 
Los Angeles area. It is a coalition of precinct-based 
grassroots organizations, student/youth and commu
nity of color organizations, and some of the more pro
gressive labor union locals. Some of the key organiza
tions included the South LA Affirmative Action 
Project, AGENDA, Californians for Justice, Coalition 
LA, SIEU locals 660, 399 and 347, HERE locals 11 and 
814, United Teachers Los Angeles(UTLA), and the 
UCLA Affirmative Action Coalition. 

The collective effort of this alliance contrib
uted significantly to the margin of defeat Proposition 
209 suffered in the Los Angeles area. In Los Angeles 
county, Proposition 209 was defeated 54 percent to 45 
percent, and in the city of Los Angeles it went down 
at 60 percent to 40 percent. The Metropolitan Alli-

ance collectively organized in approximately 600 of Los Angeles county's 
almost 6000 precincts, concentrating its efforts in six specific geographic 
areas of Los Angeles. Low income communities, communities of color, 
and precincts with a progressive voting history were targeted as areas where 
the Alliance's grassroots efforts would have the most success. In the 
geographic areas where Metropolitan Alliance worked, the average "No" 
vote ranged from 62 percent to 89 percent. Through the Metropolitan 
Alliance labor, student/youth, and community organizations united to 
defeat Proposition 209 and laid the groundwork for a city-wide progres
sive alliance that will be able to contend for power in upcoming years. 

DSA volunteered to help coordinate efforts in West Los Ange
les. Our initial coalition partners included Coalition LA, the current 
formation of the progressive precinct network active for over ten years m 
Los Angeles, and the UCLA Affirmative Action Coalition, which was 
created in response to Governor Wilson's successful effort to dismantle 
the University of California's affirmative action programs. By the end of 
the campaign DSA had become the lead organization in the West Los 
Angeles effort by organizing Saturday mobilizations. We worked eigh
teen precincts in the Venice area. Venice includes African-American and 
Latino communiues, has an overwhelming Democratic Party registration, 
and in 1994 voted from 50 percent to 70 percent against Proposition 187. 

Each Saturday, over forty volunteers turned out to walk pre
cincts in Venice where they identified No On 209 voters, passed out Coa
lition LA 's progressive voung guide, and built the foundation for the de
velopment of a progressive grassroots presence in the West Los Angeles 
area. Over one hundred and fifty volunteers parttcipated in this effort 
over the course of the campaign. Two thousand No On 209 voters were 
identified and ten thousand voting guides were distributed in these tar
geted precincts. During the final weekend reminders calls to the identi
fied voters were made. On Election Day over thirty volunteers partici
pated in the Get Out The Vote(GOTV) effort by doing poll checks to 
determine if our identified voters had actually voted yet. If they had not, 
those voters were gtven a final reminder call. 

Alan Charney, DSA's National Director, came out for the last 
five days of the campaign to contribute his experience to the GOTV ef
fort. Our work in Venice paid off, with the precmcts we walked having 
voted against 209 from 57 percent to 85 percent with an average of 70 
percent against Proposition 209. That average was ten percent above the 
average in Los Angeles city and 16 percent above the average in Los 
Angeles County. 
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. 
Special mention needs to go to SAGE-VA W, 

the Student Association of Graduate Employees. 
Twenty-six SAGE ml'mbers participated in the pre
cinct mobilization and GOTV activity in West LA. 
SAGE members were consistently involved and proved 
to be the core volunteer participants. (SAGE has just 
complt'ted a five day strike at UCLA to win better pay, 
working conditions, and union recognition of their 
teach mg assistant members.) Other organizations that 
contributed voluntet'rs were UPTE-CWA(Union of 
Professional and Technical Employees at UCLA), Af
rican Student Union, MECHA, Asian Pacific Coali
tion, Coalition LA, DSA, and many others to numer
ous to mention. 

DSA 's willingness to Mroll up its sleeves" and 
shoulder the load in the West Los Angeles/Vt'nice area 
greatly improved our standing among the left/progres
sive community in Los Angeles. A number of those 
who participated in the precinct activity have expressed 
interest in working with DSA and some have l'\'l'll in
dicated interest in becoming members. 

In other areas like the San Frrnando Valley, 
Pasadena, Highland Park and Orange County, DSA 
workl'd with Californians for justicl'. Californians for 
justicl' is a statewide organization created in the after
math of Proposition 187. It consists primarily of people 
of color and young people. Californians for Justice is 
dedicated to fighting reactionary initiatives like 187 :ind 
209, involving people of color and young people in 
the struggle against thesf' initiatives, and thereby chang· 
c:gthe '\'Otingdemographic profile in California-which 
ss currently older, upper-class, and white malt>-to ac· 
curately rf'flect the reality of the emerging majority of 
color m this state. 

Southern California DSA is proud of its work 
1:.h groups like the Metropolnan Alliance and Cali

t-m ans for Justice. We are equally proud of the 
~e ~nve to thtrty members in the Greater Los An
~ w o P4fUOP2ted in our campaign project. 

~ cu arl gr2teful to the one hundred and 
hers.., ocontnbuted fin:uicully to South· 

em C..: a DSA th.ts vear. Being a diverse orgJ· 
ruuuon, then s-erc DSA members v; ho worked on 
other lIDUam>es. most no.ablv Proposition216, one 
of the health care reform iniuauves, and there v. ere 
members im•oJ..,.ed 11> 1th Democrauc Party candi
dates. 

DSA CT/ON 

As we recuperate from the campaign, Southern California 
DSA has begun to evaluate our work in 1996, especially our work to 
deff'at Prop 209, and to plan our activity in 1997 and beyond. We intend 
to continue working with the organizations and coalitions who were our 
panners in thf' effort against Proposmon 209, to increasf' the active par
ticipation of our mf'mbers in the organization, to foster development of 
new branches in areas like Pasadena and Orange County, to recruit new 
membl!'rs, to makf' inroads on local colll!'ge campusl!'s, to improve upon 
our fundraising efforts, and to continue the overall developml!'nt of the 
organization. 

--Tim Parks 
&Liz Rider 

SAN DIEGO, CA San Diego DSA participated through coaliuons 
in an effort to stop the eradtcauon of affirmative action in California. 

Though DSA members heroically battled the odds, we fdl shon of a vie· 
tory. The good news in California is that a broad coalition was formed 
and we did not hand the enemy a rl!'sounding victory. Minority voter 
turnout was a record high, a testament to the power of the issue. 

Statewidf', the gap narrowed as WI!' approached election day. In 
the end those in favor of ending affirmativf' action had 54 percent of the 
vote, those opposed to eradicating this necessary program had 46 pl!'rcent. 
The final count differed by 750,531 votes statewide. 

In San Diego county, many organizations worked in coalition 
to impact the vote. San Diego DSA was on!!' of the only organizauons to 
work with aU of the parties involved. Working with students at UC San 
Diego and San Diego State as well as through the local efforts of NOW 
and the Equal Opponunity Coalition, we reached thousands with our 
mf'ssage. We participated m phone banks at thf' NOW office where the 
votf'r ID program covf'red 102 prl!'Cincts and turned out 400 votes on 
ell!'ction day. Through the Equal Opportunity Coalition, we participated 
in precinct walking and phoning that reached 35 precincts. About 12 
members of San Diego DSA participated directly in these activities that 
werf' organized by the chapter. Many other DSA members worked in 
candidate campaigns, on the health care initiatives, and on the Campaign 
Finance Reform initiatives. 

Conservative San Diego County's outcome was 63 percent to 37 
percent-a difference of 121, 165 votes. Though this trails most other coun
ties in California, it is significant in that 36 percent of the votf' tn San 
Diego County far exceeds in actual numbers a majority vote m San Fran· 
cisco County. It is a crucial lesson-we must learn the importance of bring· 
ing the progressive voice to heavily populated conservative areas. lf we 
reducf' the margin of victory in these areas we can begin to win. 

-·Stephanie Jennings 
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... And Massachussetts Reports 

L YNN, MA Jn Massachusetts' 6th district DSA 
was an integral part of a campaign that made the 

critical difft'rence in unseating Republican incumbent 
Peter Torkildsen and electing] oho Tierney, a progres
sive Democrat. We did it through a non-partisan get
out-the-vote campaign that targeted people acutely af
fected by economic insecurity. 

One week before the election 1 jointd the staff 
of Lynn Voter Powt'r, an t'ffort coordinated by Nt'igh
bor to Neighbor, Project '96 of the AFL-CIO, Boston 

Voter Power and otht'r community organizations. In
stead of the usual wwin-this-election-now" campaign 
which is run with no real concern for the community, 
this project was started a yt'ar ago with the mission of 
building a long-term grassroots coalition to increase 
vott'r participation-and clout-in the most disaffected 
neighborhoods of Lynn. The campaign integrated the 
traditional elements of an intensive GOTV: vottr reg
istration, literaturt drops, door-knocking, 
phonebanking, and providing rides to the polls, with a 
concerttd effort to bring together community leaders, 
organizations, and unions. Our work targtted infre
quent voters in 12 precincts in the downtown area, 
which has been sm1ggling against decline since the 
General Electric Riverworks plant slashed its work 
force, from 30,000 to 3,000 over the past several years. 

When I arrives they put me to work coordi
nating nearly 100 volunteers who had signed up to 
work on election day. Because funding for stipends was 
provided by one of the unions, a vt'ry diverse range of 
people were able to volunteer, people who otherwise 
might not have participated. Project volunteers came 
from the local community college and community or
ganizations, as well as from a women's substance abuse 
program and a homeless shelter. Even a group of Latina 
high school studt>nts pitched in to help cover the Span
ish-speaking neighborhoods. 

The wet'kend before election day we held 
trainings, in English and Spanish, to describe the overall 
program, rehearse the telephone and door-to-door scripts, 
and to explain the procedure for doing literature drops in 
our targeted neighborhoods. On Monday we worked late 
into the night completing the volunteer schedule, finish
ing the walking lists and copying neighborhood maps, 
scheduling rides and setting up a much-needed "hospital
ity suite" forthe volunteers in an empty store front nearby. 

Election day finally arrived and the troops went 
into action. Poll watchers were dropped at their stations, 
and van loads of volunteers, door-hangers in hand, drove 
out to neighborhoods while callers got on the phones. It 
was a mad-house for most of the day with so much activ
ity to coordinate, but it was fun. Especially for me, your 
friendly DSA bureaucrat who spends most of her time 
pushing papers in the office, it was great to get out to do 
some organizing. 

The experience of seeing a group of people, 
mostly strangers to each other, spend 12 hours together 
working their butts off for this intangible thing called 
democracy (as flawed as it is) was genuinely i,nspiring. But 
the real clincher was finding out that our efforts actually 
made the difference in electing the progressive. Tierney's 
margin of victory was smaller than the number of .. infre
quent voters" we brought to the polls, and who voted for 
him. Overall turnout in our precincts was significantly 
higher than the national average, and most of these people 
would probably not have voted without our work. 

A more important victory, however, will be sus· 
taining activism to pressure Tierney, and other elected 
officials, to address the issue of economic insecurity and 
work to meet the needs of the people of Lynn. 

-Barb Fcttill 
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Happy Campaign Trails 
Excerpts Friam the Diary al a DSA Youth Section Activist 

BY KEvIN PRAJ ns 

Thursday, October 24 

M} CJ m Binghamton marks tbe 
beginning of m :s: '\ ooth Section organizing tour 
and my rust Ci~ wmpatgn. Rich, my SUNY
Binghamton ~· conuct. informed me that last 
week's polls shoi.."ed oar mar Maurice Hinchey) with 
a 48-37 lead o>er lu.s dullcnger (Sue Wittig). Hinchey 
supporters are unbppy about the poll because they're 
afraid it will give Democrats a false sense of security. 
Rich and his brother Chuck took me to a local diner 
by way of a do~-n·o"'n in ghostly decline, pointing 
out the holdings of Binghamton's elite families. At 
The Spot, we d1SCUSSed plans to pull together campus 
progressive orgaruumonst.he Graduate Student Em
ployees Union. Students for Choice, the Queer Union, 
the Women's Cenur, etc. for last-minute literature 
drops (a strategy rejectf'C! as "too controversial" by the 
College Democrats). 

Friday, October 25 

Rich and I spent the morning making phone 
czlls and decided to pay a visit to the offices of the 
Coordinated Campaign. The Campaign organizers are 
very worried about turnout on a campus that provides 
reliable votes for Democrats. Leaving the responsibil
ny for turning out progressives to Rich and Chuck, l 
c.ook off for Ithaca. After arriving at the home of 
Theresa Alt-NPC member and coordinator of 
DS:\'s electoral efforts here-I called around in 
• ·- of a few more hands for tomorrow's lit

- drop. Since this lit drop was designed 
for umcky DSA members with their 

ro Chnton, Theresa and I are crossing 
- -!'"!'S .m bop10g for a good turnout. 

Saturday, October 26 

Blue skies and warm weather-a far cry 
from the last lit drop which took place in the pouring 
rain, or so I hear. Our work took us through Ithaca's 
winding hills, still splattered with autumnal colors. The 
Wittig signs are few and far between-a good sign, even 
if this is relatively progressive territory. I encountered 
much less hostility than expected. People seem happy 
to receive the information, and at one house I was told 
"Hinchey's my man. How's be doing?" Only one 
sign, marked "Private Drive" to mar an otherwise per
fect day. I voted for going in anyway, but my com
rade thought it better not to disturb the powers that 
be. Not yet anyway. 

Sunday, October 27 

Spent the morning meeting with the Presi
dent of the Ithaca College Democrats. Returned to 
Binghamton late in the afternoon for Ralph Nader's 
appearance, organized in part by the Binghamton DSA. 
Nader gave a fairly interesting talk centered on the idea 
that we grow up as corporate rather than civic sub
jects. None of the information was particularly new, 
but the audience seemed insprred. What's unique about 
Nader is not his information or his analysis but the 
experience of seeing the world through eyes not to
tally accustomed to our overly commodified world. I 
remain disappointed by his refusal to address other 1s
sues-ga y marriage, for example, and by the one dimen
sionality of his political strategy, but I left a bit more 
comfortable voting for him tl1an I felt going in. We 
got rid of piles of lnerature, and the Hinchey campaign 
signed up a slew of possible volunteers, so all mall it was 
a great success. (Note: Must make short film 7brough 
the Eyes of Ralph /l.'ader-a sort of public citizen Termina
tor.) 
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Thursday, October 31 

Whateve the outcome of the elections, I'm 
feeling slightly more optimistic about the future after 
having visited four campuses in as many days. Caught 
up with Eddie Ellis at Vassar College and promised 
him we'd have a solid campus base sn time to advance 
our Prison Moratorium Project next semester. Rich 
says the Hinchey campaign student meeting went well
I think they're doing a lit drop today. 

Sunday, November 3 

Two days and counting. Sprnt a little time 
today trying to put together a final lit drop at Ithaca 
College and then held a short meeting with Cornell 
labor activists. A few of the more dedicated activists 
braved the first cold Sunday of the year for a brief dis
cussion of labor solidarity and DSA's political work. 

Monday, November 4 

Spent the afternoon with marker and 
tagboard, preparing for the big day. Rich, Chuck, and 
I met with the Sierra Club interns to confirm plans for 
Get Out The Vote work. People seemed excited about 
the Prison Moratorium Project and willing to help to
morrow despite reservations (that's putting it kindly) 
about Clinton. At ten, Chuck and I hit the darkened 
streets, leaving trails of white Hinchey signs up and 
down Clinton and Main. 

Tuesday, November 5 

The day began under ominous, leaden skies, 
feeling like anything but election day. While our pri
mary concern was voter turnout, at noon we learned 
that the Wittig campaign had begun a last ditch 
palmcarding and advertising blitz to portray Wittig as 
a champion of education. We immediately moved into 
high gear, photocopying fliers, making signs, and de
ploying more palmcarders at the campus polling 
booths. I was pleast'd to see DSA mernbe!'l out in force, 
urging students to Vote Nader, Vote Hinchey. An 
hour and a half before the polls closed, Rich and l be
gan phoning newly registered Democrats and indepen
dents. After a grueling hour speaking to answering 

machinrs, we returned to the Mandela room to find 
thr College Democrats and their friends clustered 
around the television watching the returns. 

It was at that moment, with the day's work 
concludrd, and Clinton's victory assured, that my pent 
up frustration-toward Clinton, the Democrats, and the 
whole damned process-was unleashed. I think other 
DSA members felt the samr way, because we ditcht'd 
the gory ~pectacle of Clinton's victory sprrch. 

While our effons didn't go unrewarded, they 
certainly went unappreciated-at least by the students. 
Those entering the polling places looked more harried 
than empowered by the process of voting. No joy in 
Mudville-just young people browbeaten into voting 
by their teachers, their parents, and their MTV Vjs. 
Most were intimidated or put off by the palm-carders 
who descended on them like sharks. They knew little 
to nothing about Hinchey and less about Wittig, and 
while many probably wanted to know more, they in
stinctivrly distnssted those of us with the mark of poli
tics on our brow.s. The clean-cut, becapped fraternity 
boys, on the other hand, had the whole thing figured 
out. When we approached them, one would speak for 
the whole group: "We voted." Sometimes, if the 
mood struck them, they would add "for Bob Dolr,., 
as a rebellious aside. A few students simply stated that 
they did not intend to vote-at times with a fierceness 
that suggested they were expecting an argument. 

I think people hate, and are terrified of, vot
ing because they don't have other opportunities to 
work democratic:illy. Every (two or) four years the 
weight of the world is placed on their shoulders. They 
are held responsible for the conditions of their ov.·n 
lives if they vote or (especi:illy) if they don't. Many 
perform the obligatory ritual, they are even interested 
in the issues, but they are intimidated by their own 
ignorance and inefficacy-more comfortable choosing 
between soft drinks and television programs than po
litical candidates. I .suppose that's the point Nader was 
after, and l suppose that's why I voted for him, despite 
my own reservations. Anyway, this is all water under 
the bridge. My first electoral campaign may be over, 
but my organizing tour isn't, and if I don't start driv
ing now, I II never catch my plane to Chicago. 

Kevin PranL( is the Youth Seaion Organizer al DSA 's 
national office. 
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Booki & Other 6reat D~A ~tuff 
Which Way is Left?: ~ome Essential Reading ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

0 Keeping Faith 

: 0 New! The Snarling Citizen: Essays by Cornel West J/!.00 

0 The Permanence of the Political: A 

Democratic Critique of the Radial 

Impulse to Transcend Politics. 
• by Barbara Ehrenreich $10.00 • 

A new collection of essays on philosophy and race. Confronts 
by Joseph M. Schwartz Jl4.9S 

A stunning collection ~f essays by a DSA Honorary Chak 
farw Straus ti 6ko11x, /99S, doth. 

Q The Worst Years of Our lives: 

Irreverent Notes From a Deade of Greet! 

by Barbara Ehrenreich J/0.00 
A collection of shorter pieces by DSA Honorary Chair 

Barbara Ehrenreich. Harper-Collins, 1991, softcorer. 

0 A Critic's Notebook 

by Irving Howe J/4.0Q. 

The final book of essays by OSA slate Honorary Chair. 

With an introduction by Nicholai Howe. 

Harcourt Bace joYillJo'lidi, 1994, softcorer. 

0 A Margin of Hope 

by Irving Howe Jl.00 
The dame memoir by DSA's late Honorary Chair. 

118), 1991, softcover. 

Q Ethnic Nationalism: 

The Tragic Death of Yugoslavia 

by Bogdan Denitch J/l.9S 

Reflections on the political and social forces 
that led to catastrophe in the former Yugoslavia. 

l/niversiry of 11innesota Press, I 994, sofrcorer. 

0 The End of the Cold War. European 

Unity, Socialism, and the Shift in Global 

Power by Bogdan Denitch Jll.00 

An excellent, thoughtful analysis of recent history. 
The l/niversif}' of !1innesota Press, 1990, softcorer. 

0 World Orders Old and New 

by Noam Chomsky JlS.00 
Sharp, fresh criticism of emerging global capitalism. 

Columbia University Press, 1994, doth. 

the questions surounding identity politics, Critical Legal 
An analysis and call for a reconstructed radical democratic 

Studies, the legacies of the civil rights movement, and more. 
theory of politics. Routled;e Press, I 991, softorer. 

0 After Marxism 

by Ronald Aronson J/8.9S 

"A down to earth guide to left-wing theory in the post-Marxist 

era."-Barbara Ehrenreich 

The Guilford Press, 1995, softcorer. 

Q Fatand Hean: The Corporate Squeeze of 

Working Americans and the Myth of Mana

gerial "Downsizing" 

by David M. Gordon JlS.00 

Princeton University Press, I 995, hardcover. 

Q Why Market Socialism? Voices of Dissent 

Eds. Frank Roosevelt and David Belkin Jll.9S 
From Dissent magazine essay series on economics and 
politics of democratic socialism. Includes selections by 
Harrington, Howe, Barkin, Nave, Tobin, Estrin, Roemer, 
Block, Blair, Bell, Heilbroner, Roosevelt, Belkin, and others. 

/ff. Sharpe, I 994, softcorer. 

Q The History of Christian Socialism 

by John C. Cort Jll.00 
Exposes the close and crippling connection between falling "A rich survey of a profound but hidden 
wages and overstaffed bureaucracies in the United States. tradition." • Michael Harrington 

The free PreJ1, 1996. hardcover. Orbis Books, 1998, sofrcover. 

• • ~ociety Pages •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Q New! Class W.vfare 

More Interviews of Noam Chomsky 

with David Barsamian $/S.00 
Chomsky reveals and explores intriguing 

contradictions about both himself and the political 

issues of our time. 

Common Coura;e Press, 1996, softcover. 

0 Keeping the Rabble in Une 

David Barsamian interviews Noam 

Chomsky J/4.00 
Wide-ranging discussions on our social and political 

mm. 

Common (oura;e Press, 1994, soltcorer. 

Q Generation at a Crossroads 

by Paul Rogat Loeb J/0.9S 
A thorough description of political attitudes and 

actions of the post-Reagan generation. 

Rut;ers University Press, I 994, so/tcover. 

Q Battling Bias: The Struggle for 

Identity and Community on College 

Campuses 

by Ruth Sidel J//.9S 

"Ruth Side! brings sweet reason and objectivity to a 

subject best known for deranged conservative para

noia."-Barbara Ehrenreich 

Penguin, 1994, 190 pates, softcover. 

Tools for Radicals ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

0 Organizing for Social Change: 

A Manual for Activists in the 1990s 

by Kim Bobo, Jackie Kendall, and Steve Max 

An incomparable handbook. 

Seven Locks Press, 199/, softcorer, 110.00. 

Q The Quickening of America: 

Rebuilding Our Nation, Remaking Our 

Uves 

by Paul Martin Du Bois and Frances 

Moore Lappe 

Strategies for building community-based 

Q Back OH! How to Confront and 

Stop 

Sexual Harassment and Harassers 

by Martha J. Langelan 
Creative, non-violent techniques women can 

use to protect their social environments from sexist 

democratic movements and revitalizing our public life. aggression. 
jouer-Bass Publishers, 1994, softcover, $/S.00. fireside Books, 1991, softcover, Jll.00 
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The History Corner .............................. : IMM'd'''"· ...... . 
0 Socialism and Americ.a 

by Irving Howe Jl.00 
Notes on the history of socialism m America 

from the time of Eugene Debs to the present. 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1917, 118 p3f!J, p3jJtth3ck. 

0 The Unquiet Ghost: Russians Remember 

Sulin 

By Adam Hochschild J/1.9.f 
A first-hand account of Russians coming to terms with the 

Soviet genocide that took some 20 million lives. 

hnguin, 1994, p3ptr!J3cK. 

Recent Works by Cornel West 

0 Race Haturs 

by Cornel West J/J.00 

The bestselling collection of essays by DSA Honorary Chair 

Corne! West. Insightful, prophetic thinking. 

Bucon Prm, 1991, ltardcowr. 

Q PropheticThoughtinPostmodem Times 

by Cornet West JIJ.00 
Reflections on the preservation of "non-market" values. 

Common Cour3[! Prm, 1991, p3perh3ck. 

0 Alter the Flood: World Politics 

andDemocracyinthe Wakeo!Communism 

by Bogdan Denitch Jll.00 
Thoughtful reflections on the demise of Leninism. 

Weslepn Univsrsity Prm, 1991, fJ3perh3ck. 

0 Why Do Ruling Classes Fear History! 

and Other (Juestions 

by Harvey J. Kaye J1J.9S 
In this collection of essays Kaye explores the value of knowl· 

edge and the power of history to liberate, arguing that we 

must focus on history's valuable ability to engender social 

action. 
Jt. Hartin'! Prm, 199!, lt3f1ko~r. 

•••••••••••••••••••••• 

Q Breaking Bread: 

Insurgent Black Intellectual life 

by bell hooks and Cornet West J/4.00 
This provocative and captivating dialogue distusm issues 

ranging from theology and the left to contemporary music, 

film and f:uhion. 

South End Pms, 1991, fJ3perh3ck. 

0 Prophetic Reflections: 

Notes on Race and Power in America 

by Cornel West JIS.00 

Recent speeches and interviews. 

As always, challenging and enlightening. 

Common {ourate Press, 1991, 144 P3f!S. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please check off items you wish to order (in circle next to 
title). If you are ordering more than one of a particular 
item, write the quantity in the circle next to that item. Then, 
fill out below: (send back the whole sheet so we know what 
you ordered). Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

POSTAGE AND HANDLING 

For orders 
$2.00 and under 
$2.01 to $5.00 
$5.01 to $10.00 
$10.00 

add 
$.50 
$2.00 
$2.50 
$3.50 

PHONE 

CITY/STATE/ZIP 

TOTAL AMOUNT$ 

0 Payment enclosed 0 Charge my credit card 

Carl 

• : 0 The New American Poverty 
• Presented by Michael Harrington JI0.00 
: Always an engaging and captivating speaker, Harrington 
• presents his analysis of poverty in a speech given October 
: 29, 1987 at Rosemont College. 
• Tht Institute for Oem()(f3fi<: Jod31ism ,1981. 
• 
: 0 Hearinr on Economic Insecurity 
• This is the outstanding hearing organized by the Boston DSA 
: held January 28, 1996 in Boston's historic faneuil Hall, as • 
• part of DSA's national project which inspired similar 
: hearings by the Afl-00 and the Progrmive uucus. 
• Prorfuatf 61 tht Oemou3dc focialisrs of Ameria fund, 

JO minutes, Jlf-rtgulv, J1S-6ro3dwt qu3litf 
...,order from: Boston DSA, II Garden St. 

Cambridge MA 02138 same postage & handling 

0 Stop Swemhops! The Yid~o 
by Virginia Coughlin 110.00 
Produced for UNITE!'s campaign against sweatshops, this 
film focuses on the rise of sweatshops in the US and the 
campaigns to stop them. UNITE!, 199!, B minut11. 
.. order from: Stop Sweat Shops 232 W. 40th 
St, New York, NY 10018 same postage & handling 

0 Manufacturing Cons~nt: 
NoiJ/11 Chomsky and the Hedia 

a film by Mark Achbar and Peter 

Wintonick JS9.9S 
An eye-opening, thoughtful and humorous 

exploration of Chomsky's life and thought. 

leitteist films, 1991, 166 minutes. 

Q The Concert for Jobs, Peace, and 

Freedom 

Featuring Billy Bragg, Pete Se~ger, and 

Gretchen Reed 110.00 . 
A classic evening of song and humor 

featuring some of the left's favorite entertainers. 

OfA, 1991. 

~ocialist Outerwear ••••• 
DSA T-shirts 
0 design A: $15.00 blue w/ giant 
lettering: "Feminism/Democracy /Social ism" 

0 design B: $12.00 • 
white w I handshake & rose on front, 
"We Organize with Class" on back 
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BUILD SCHOOLS, NOT PRISONS 
DSA 's Youth Section Remembers Attica 

T wo-hundred New Yorkers assembled in 
Brooklyn's Prospect Park on September 
14 for an afternoon program of music, 

poecry, and speeches to commemorate the twenty
fifth anniversary of the Attica prison rebellion. We 
Remember Attica: Community Safety Day - an 
event initiated by former political prisoner Eddie 
Ellis and by members of the DSA Youth Section
was hosted by hip-hop artist Silq (a.k.a. Dragon 
Madam) and featured a diverse group of speakers 
and entertainers including EUis, Nelson Denis, 
Adam Yauch (Beastie Boys), Bonz Malone (Vibe 
Magazine), Zu Ninjaz and Royal Fam (Wu-Tang 
Clan), Channel Live, Kool Kim, Mental Giants, 
Lucid Dreams, and The Adjusters. 

We Remember Amca, according to organiz
ers, had two objectives: to keep alive the memory of 
thirty-nine men who were brutally murdered during 
the retaking of the prison and to inaugurate the Prison 
Moratorium Project-a groundbreaking effort initiated 
by the Youth Section and Ellis Community justice 
Center to bring together currt'nt and former prison
ers, students, community actl\'ists, religious leaders, 
and hip-hop artists to oppose the exp:ms1on of the 
prison-industrial complex. "Reckless prison spend
ing has crippled New York state's ability to meet the 
needs of our children, ranging from education ro health 
care to drug treatment to jobs,'' says Ellis, "so we' re 
calling for a five-year moratorium on prison con
struction and a redirection of prison investment to 
communiry investment." 

Nelson Denis, an East Harlem State Assem
blyman who spoke at the event, reiterated the impor
tance of placing community needs over new prison 

building. Denis noted that ninety-five percent of New York City's pris
oners are black or Latino, and he argued that this statistic reflects fun
damental flaws in the justice system which need to be overcome. 

The overcrowding crisis in the New York City schools added an 
urgent note to Saturday's rally. "It's unbelievable that Giulianj can't find 
space for ninety-one thousand students, and Pataki wants to spend an
other eight-hundred million dollars on prisons, which are one of the least 
effective crime-fighting tools at our disposal," remarked Raybbin Vargas, 
event coordinator and outgoing co-chair of the DSA Youth Section. A 
desire to give young people a voice in tht>ir own lives led Vargas to take 
the lead in organizing the rally. We Remember Attica will give us-par
ticularly as young people-an opportunity to reclaim our history, and to 
tell the politicians about the real problems we face in our communities. 
The first step is to stop building prisons and demonizing young people. 

I\ ccording to Stlq-who both emceed and helped to organize the event
I\.r.he support from the hip-hop community bas been tremendous. "All 
the heads [entertainers] I was able to reach were eager to be involved in 
this event. Rappers and other entertainers are finally beginning to recog
nize their roles as cultural leaders. We pray that this meeting of cultural 
and political leaders will be the first step toward hip-hop activism." 

For Adam Yauch of the Beastie Boys, the process of change must 
be far-reaching. "The problems with our justice system go deep into our 
collective subconscious. The problems with our justice system go into 
our very concepts of 'us' and 'them ' Our so-called correctional facilities 
do more to create outsiders than to unite us. We need to begin to look 
into ourselves and rethink our definition of what a criminal is." 

Saturday's event concluded with a call to action, led by Vargas, 
who urged the audience to join tht> DSA Youth Section and the Commu
nity Justice Center in the Prison Moratorium Project. 
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ParttngShot~~~~~~~~ 

ENVIRONMENIAL /\'fROCl1'Y? 
DON~ YOU RECOGNIZE. 

FORE51 REFORM WHEN 
YDU SEE ti? ,_ __ 

Democratic Socialists of America 
Members of the Democratic Socialists of America work in 
immediate struggles for justice - as we build a movement 
for long-term social change. 

We bring to our work a strategy for building alliances 
among social movements and a Vision of a more just and 
equitable society. 

Join DSA and become a card-carrying member of the 
largest and most exciting democratic socialist organ.iz.atton 
in the U.S.! 

0 Send me more information about DSA. 
0 Enclosed are my dues! 

0 $65 sustainer 0 $45 regular 
0 $20 low-income/student 

0 Endo~d is a contribution of S 
to help DSA's aetivism. -

ADDRESS ______________ _ 

Crrr/ST11.TEIZ1P __________ ___;_ 
PHONE ______________ _ 

R c l u r n t o D S A, I 8 0 V a r i c k S l r c c t, N c " Y o r k, N Y I 0 0 I -1 2 I 2 I 7 2 7 . 8 6 I C 
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